SHUTDOWN NOTICE

JACOBSEN CONSTRUCTION, AND CAMPUS DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
HAVE SCHEDULED SERVICE TO

Building 530, Rooms 205, 207, 309, 405, 407, 505,
504, 607, & 705, domestic water, D.I. water, lab air,
vacuum, and natural gas will be shutdown on
August 5th. From 6:00 a.m. until 10:00 a.m..
This work is necessary to support the renovation to the 1st, 3rd, and 4th.
Floors of this building.

If there are problems call
Jacobsen Construction Project manager is Heather Soderquist – 674-6315
Campus Design and Construction Project manager is Joseph Harman – 581-7580
F&E Project Liason is Scott Cummins – 581-2986
F&E Trouble desk 581-2241

Notification is being provided to all affected departments in University Hospital.
It is the responsibility of each Department Heads to notify their respective employees
of this scheduled activity.
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